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1. Write	a	paragraph	on	“Larry- The	Frog”	in	not	more	than	five	sentences:-
Larry is a frog. Larry is green with brown spots. He loves to play in the pond.
Sometimes Larry catches flies. After Larry catches flies, he hopes around the pond.

2. Read	the	comprehension	passage.	Then	answer	the	questions:-
Seeds come from plants. When seeds are ripe they leave the plants and find a new place to grow.
Seeds are of many shapes and sizes. Seeds are moved in different ways. Some seeds are moved by the 
wind. These seeds are small and light. Some seeds are moved by water. They float on top of the water
until they reach land. When the seeds stop moving they can start growing. Some seed grow into new plants.

a. Where do seeds come from?
Ans. Seeds come from plants.
b. Name the two ways by which seeds move.
Ans. The two ways by which seeds move are wind and water.
c. Make a sentence with the word ‘plants’.

Plants- Plants give us food.
d. Complete the following sentence.
Ans. ‘Seeds are of many shapes and sizes.’
e. Identify a verb from the passage.
Ans. Moving/ Growing 
f.	Fill in the blank;

Some seeds are small and light.
g. Write the opposite of the word ‘find’.
Ans. Find- Lose

3. Read	the	comprehension	passage.	Then	answer	the	questions:-
Seema	is	Rohan’s	best	friend.	She	is	getting	ready	to	go	to	Rohan’s	birthday	party	in	the	evening.
She	bought	a	big	book	of	stories	as	a	birthday	for	Rohan.	She	wants	to	wrap	it	in	red	colour	paper.
She	knows	that	red	is	Rohan’s	favourite	colour. She	is	excited	and	is looking	forward	to	the	party.

a. Who is Rohan’s best friend?
Ans. Seema is Rohan’s best friend.
b. What is Rohan’s favourite colour?
Ans. Rohan’s favourite colour is red.
c. Fill in the blank;

Seema bought him a big book of stories.
d. Complete the following sentence;

‘She is excited and looking forward to the party.’
e. Write the past tense of the word ‘buy’.
Ans. Bought
f. Write a word from the passage that means the same as ‘large’.
Ans. Big
g. Write the plural form of the word ‘story’.
Ans. Stories
h. Make a sentence with the word ’birthday’.
Ans. I celebrated my brother’s birthday yesterday.
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